Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is a cost effective maintenance strategy, in which maintenance schedules are predicted based on the results provided from diagnostics and prognostics. Although there are several reviews on diagnostics methods and CBM, a relatively small number of reviews on prognostics are available. Moreover, most of them either provide a simple comparison of different prognostics methods or focus on algorithms rather than interpreting the algorithms in the context of prognostics. The goal of this paper is to provide a practical review of prognostics methods so that beginners in prognostics can select appropriate methods for their field of applications in terms of implementation and prognostics performance. To achieve this goal, this paper introduces not only various prognostics algorithms, but also their attributes, pros and cons using simple examples.
I. Introduction
ONDITION-based maintenance (CBM) illustrated in Figure 1 is a cost-effective maintenance strategy, in which maintenance schedules are predicted based on the results provided from diagnostics and prognostics. Diagnostics characterizes the status of damage through detection, isolation and identification using collected data. Structural health monitoring provides an accurate quantification of degradation and damage at an early stage without intrusive and time-consuming inspections by utilizing on-board sensors/actuators. Based on diagnostics information, prognostics predicts the future behavior of damage and the remaining useful life (RUL), which is remaining time/cycles before required maintenance. The collected data that is important for both diagnostics and prognostics can be classified into two types; (1) event data or run-to-failure data and (2) condition monitoring (CM) data, which provides the information of damage, including wear volume, crack size, vibration signal, oil debris, thermography, and acoustics. Some CM data are direct, such as crack size, while others are indirect, such as oil debris. In the case of indirect CM data, signal processing and damage quantification process are required to be used to diagnostics and prognostics.
There are several reviews on diagnostics methods [1] [2] [3] [4] as well as a large number of publications on diagnostics, 5-10 signal processing and damage quantification. [11] [12] [13] For example, Jardine et al. 1 provided an overall review on diagnostics and prognostics in terms of implementing CBM and decision making. There are also other references for CBM. 14, 15 On the other hand, however, a relatively small number of reviews on prognostics are available. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Most 
II. Reviews on Data-Driven Approaches
Data-driven approaches use information from collected data to identify the characteristics of damage state and predict the future state without using any particular physical model. Instead, mathematical models or weight parameters are employed. The weight parameters are determined based on the training data that are obtained under the various usage conditions or at previous times under a given usage condition. Since the data-driven approaches depend on the trend of data, which often has a distinct characteristic near the end of life, it is powerful in predicting near-future behaviors, especially toward the end of life.
The data-driven approaches are divided into two categories: (1) the artificial intelligence approaches that include neural network (NN) [27] [28] [29] and fuzzy logic, 30, 31 and (2) the statistical approaches that include gamma process, 32, 33 hidden Markov model (HMM), 34 and regression-based model such as Gaussian process (GP) regression, 35, 36 relevance vector machine (RVM), 37 and least square (LS) regression, 38, 39 etc. Among these algorithms, NN and GP are commonly used for prognostics and will be discussed in the following sections.
A. Neural Network (NN)
NN is a representative data-driven method, in which a network model learns a way to produce a desired output, such as the level of degradation or lifespan, reacting to given inputs, such as time and usage conditions. This method mimics the human nervous system, which responds and adapts to a stimulus. Once the network model learns enough the relationship between inputs and output, it can be used for the purpose of diagnosis and prognosis. A typical architecture, feed-forward neural network (FFNN), 40 is illustrated in Figure 3 . In the figure, circles represent nodes (also called neuron or unit), and each set of nodes in the same column is called a layer. The nodes in the input and output layer, respectively, represent input variables and response variable. The number of nodes in the hidden layer can be adjusted to properly express the mechanism between input and output by receiving signals from input layers and forwarding them to the output layer. Once the network model learned enough, the model is functionalized using transfer functions and weight parameters. Transfer functions characterize the relationship between each layer, and several types of transfer function are available such as sigmoid, inverse, and linear function. 41 Weight parameters include weights for the interconnected nodes and biases that are added to inputs of transfer functions. 42, 43 The process of finding the weight parameters is called training or learning, and to accomplish that, many sets of training data are required.
In general, FFNN is often called a back-propagation neural network (BPNN) because weight parameters are obtained through the learning/optimization algorithm 44 that adjusts weight parameters through backward propagation of errors between actual output (training data) and the one from the network model based on gradient descent optimization methods. In other words, FFNN and BPNN are, respectively, to calculate the response forward and to update weight parameters based on the response backward. Recurrent NN (RNN) 45 is the next most common architecture, whose concept is not much different from FFNN except that it has local feedback connections between input and hidden/output nodes. Since Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) back-propagation algorithm 46 is usually employed for RNN's learning algorithm, RNN and LMNN are sometimes used for the same meaning. In addition to FFNN and RNN, there exists fuzzy-neural, 47 wavelet, 48 associative-memory, 49 modular, 50 and hybrid 51, 52 neural network.
In the following, three important issues are discussed for NN-based prognostics. It is necessary that users must be aware of these issues in order to use the algorithm properly.
 Issue 1: Network model definition (the number of node and layer)
The first issue is the definition of the network model that includes selecting the number of hidden nodes, hidden layers and input nodes. Trial-and-error methods are often used to determine a suitable network model. Lawrence et al. 53 and Doukim et al. 54 investigated the usage of mean square error in order to find the optimal number of hidden nodes. Gómez et al. 55 used generalization complexity to determine the number of nodes and showed that the results were quite close to the optimum. Although one or two hidden layers are generally used, there is no fixed rule. Ostafe 56 presented a method using pattern recognition to determine the number of hidden layers. The problem of determining the number of input nodes occurs when input variables affecting the output are not clear; various inputs possibly affecting the response can be considered or only data trace is applicable. Chakraborty et al. 27 compared the prediction results of flour prices using variable network models. In such a case, actual past values are used for inputs, but how many past values should be used is unclear. It is observed by Chakraborty et al. 27 that the accuracy of prediction results is not proportional to the number of input nodes. Chang and Hsieh 57 also researched to select the optimal input layer neurons using particle swarm optimization. Therefore, defining a proper neural network model can be difficult for new users without having much experience.
 Issue 2: Optimal parameters (finding weights and biases)
Once a network model is defined, the next issue is to find weight parameters related with the model. In NN, no matter how complex the relationship between input and output layer is, it is possible to express the relationship by augmenting the number of hidden layers and hidden nodes. However, when the BP algorithm is used, the following problems exist: (1) the global optimum of many weight parameters is extremely difficult to find, and (2) the convergence rate is very low and depends on the initial estimates. For these reasons, there have been many efforts to improve the drawbacks of the BP algorithm. Salomon and Hemmen 58 presented a dynamic self-adaptation algorithm to accelerate the steepest descent method, and Chen et al. 59 applied the simulated annealing algorithm to search for the best BP parameters such as learning rate, momentum and the number of hidden nodes. Also, Subudhi et al. 60 proposed a technique combining the genetic algorithm and differential evolution with BP, and Nawi et al. 61 presented a technique combining the conjugate gradient optimization algorithm with the BP algorithm. There are many ensemble techniques to improve the performance of a single algorithm, [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] and the other efforts are found in the Refs. 46, 58, 61 However, finding good weight parameters is still challenging, and the performance of NN algorithm deteriorates with non-optimal weight parameters.
 Issue 3: Uncertainty from data and optimization process
Last but not least, uncertainty in noise and bias in training data is an important issue in NN, as most measured data include them. The bias here is different from the bias as weight parameters; here the bias is the error caused by sensors, such as calibration error. In terms of noise, it is common to provide confidence bounds based on nonlinear regression and/or the error between NN outputs and training data. [68] [69] [70] [71] Bootstrapping 72 can also be applied, which can be easily implemented by running Matlab NN toolbox several times because Matlab uses training data for obtaining weight parameters, validation and test. Furthermore, running NN several times can relieve the concerns about initial weight parameters for optimization by setting different initial parameters automatically. For example, Liu et al. 42 used the repeating method with 50 attempts to predict battery's RUL with uncertainty. Actually, a basic method to handle uncertainty in NN is the probabilistic neural network (PNN) 73 using Parzen estimator. 74 However, most papers employ PNN for classification or risk diagnosis, [75] [76] [77] and prognostics ones are rarely found except for the study by Khawaja et al. 78 They introduced a way to obtain not only confidence bounds but also confidence distribution based on PNN to predict a crack on a planetary gear plate. Unfortunately, bias in measured data cannot be handled with data-driven approaches because the approaches are based on measured data, and there are no parameters related with bias. Although NN algorithms can handle uncertainty in the regress process, they are not accustomed to deal with the noise and bias in data. 
B. GP Regression
GP is a commonly used method among regression-based data-driven approaches for prognostics, whose conceptual property is illustrated in Figure 4 . An outstanding property of GP is that simulated outputs are smoothly constructed making exactly the same value as every measured point (data) as blue-dashed curve in Figure 4 . The reason for this can be explained with following GP model that is composed of a global model ( fβ ) and departures
where * y is a simulated GP output at an arbitrary input vector, * x whose size is 1 p  ( p is the number of input variables), f is the known function of * x and determines polynomial order of global model, β is the regression coefficient and obtained by  
and r is a 1 n  ( n is the number of measured data) vector, which represents a correlation between * x and a n p  input matrix of all measured points, X . The rest capital letters , , and R Y F that are the same property as their small letters' have the same size in terms of row vector as their small letters, but the size of column vector is the same as number of measured data, n .
If correlation terms ( r and R ) and departures term are ignored in Eq. (1), it becomes that *= y fβ with
which is the LS regression 38 that might be easy to understand for all. Consequently, GP is distinguishable from LS in terms of that simulated outputs penetrate every measured point with two assumptions that (1) GP model is a combination of global model and local departures, and (2) the error between every points is correlated. Assumption (1) is already reflected in the GP model, and assumption (2) is determined by a type of covariance function and scale parameters (or hyperparameters) related with them. Once scale parameters are obtained based on the measured points (training data) using optimization algorithm, GP model can be used to predict future behavior of damage. Lastly, the name, Gaussian process comes from the assumption that each point is normally distributed. Based on this assumption with multivariate normal distribution, more mathematical/probabilistic derivation can be done in terms of probabilistic parameters of Gaussian distribution; the mean expressed in Eq. (1) and the variance found in the Refs. 79, 80 
 Issue 1: Model problem (covariance function)
In common with NN, the performance of GP largely depends on models. In this case, covariance function and polynomial order of global model are related with GP model, but order of global model is less important as it is often handled with constant value. There are various types of covariance functions such as radial basis (or squared exponential), rational quadratic, neural network, Matern, periodic, constant and linear. 81, 82 Mohanty et al. 83 compared the prediction results of crack length under variable loading from radial basis function (RBF) covariance function and neural network based (NN-based) covariance function, and showed that RBF-based GP model outperformed NN-based one in their application. As part of an effort to resolve the selection of covariance function, research on nonstationary covariance functions that is a model to adapt to variable smoothness and can be constructed by adding or multiplying simple covariance functions has been conducted. Paciorek and Schervish 84 introduced a class of nonstationary covariance functions so that the model adapts to variable smoothness, and compared the results from stationary GP. From their research, it was concluded that the results from nonstationary GP are better than stationary GP, but pointed out that simplicity loss of the algorithm occurs as the nonstationary GP requires more parameters than a stationary GP. Brahim-Belhouari and Bermak 85 used nonstationary GP to predict respiration signal, and compared with a GP model with an exponential covariance function, and Liu et al. 86 used the combination of three covariance functions to predict lithium-ion battery degradation (state of health, SOH).
 Issue 2: Optimization problem (finding scale parameters)
Determining the scale parameters related with covariance function is also important, since they determine the smoothness of regression model. In general, the parameters are obtained based on equivalent likelihood function 87 via optimization algorithm. It, however, is a difficult task to search their optimum values, and even if they are found they are not always the best selection. 88 Since the scale parameters are seriously affected by input and output values, input and output values are applied as normalized values in most cases. Mohanty et al., 83 however, considered about proper scaling procedures to take account of the scale of input and output variables, and obtained better results than ones from the procedure using just normalized values. Neal 89 considered the scale parameters as distributions rather than deterministic values, and An and Choi 88 showed that the GP models with scale parameters identified as distributions outperform the one using optimal deterministic parameter.
 Issue 3: Data problems (num. of data and uncertainty)
Even though large number of training data is usually profitable for increasing accuracy of prediction results, it's not always acceptable for GP because it also increases computational costs to calculate the inversion of the covariance matrix (Eq. (1)) as well as generates singularity. It is said that direct methods of inversion may become prohibitive when the number of the data points is greater than 1000. 90 As a solution to relieve such problem, the methods to select a subset of data points are usually employed. [91] [92] [93] While Melkumyan and Ramos 94 suggested new covariance function based on cosine function that inherently provides a sparse covariance matrix. In terms of uncertainty, it's determined with Gaussian noise as mentioned before, Mohanty et al. 22 and Liu et al. 86 , respectively, showed the prediction confidence interval of crack length and SOH using GP. 
III. Reviews on Physics-Based Approaches
Physics-based approaches combine the physical damage model with measured data to predict future behavior of degradation or damage, and predict the RUL, which is illustrated in Figure 5 . The behavior of the physical model depends on the model parameters that are obtained from laboratory test, or estimated and updated in company with damage state based on the measured data. Finally, the RUL is predicted by progressing the damage state until it reaches a threshold as the dashed curves in the Figure 5 . There are similar issues to data-driven approaches, but algorithms of physic-based approaches are not as much different each other as data-driven approaches. Therefore, the following subsections are built around issues in physics-based approaches rather than their algorithms.
A. Issue 1: Model Problem (Physical Model Accuracy)
Since the physics-based approaches assume that a physics model describing the behavior of damage is available, it has advantages in predicting long term behaviors of damage. However, model validation should be carried out since such models contain many assumptions and approximations. There have been much literature on model validation using statistical methods such as hypothesis test and Bayesian method to calibrate and improve the model by comparing with observation. [95] [96] [97] [98] In general, the number of model parameters increases as model complexity increases, which makes it difficult to identify the model. Recently, Coppe et al. 99 showed that the issue of model accuracy can be relieved by identifying equivalent model parameters that can compensate for the model error because prediction results are obtained from the combination of the model and its parameters. They showed that a simple Paris model with an assumed stress-intensity factor can be used for predicting crack growth of complex geometries by compensating for the error in the simple model by adjusting model parameters. Although this is limited to the case of a similar model form, cumbersome efforts to validate the model accuracy can be eased off.
B. Issue 2: Model Parameter (Physical Model Parameters, Noise and Bias) a) Introduction to physics-based algorithms
Once a physical model is available, model parameter identification becomes the most important issue, which is performed with an estimation algorithm based on measured data with a usage condition. In fact, estimation algorithms become criteria to classify physics-based approaches. There are several algorithms such as Kalman filter (KF), 100 extended Kalman filter (EKF), 101 particle filter (PF), 102 and Bayesian method (BM). 103 These algorithms are based on the Bayesian inference, 104 in which observations are used to estimate and update unknown parameters in the form of a probability density function (PDF). The updated PDF is called the posterior distribution, which is obtained by multiplying the prior distribution that is prior knowledge or information of the unknown parameters and the likelihood function that is the PDF value of measured data conditional on the given parameters.
There are several researches dealing with parameter estimation in terms of prognostics. DeCastro et al. 105 used EKF to estimate model parameters and predict RUL for crack growth on a planetary carrier plate. Orchard and Vachtsevanos 106 estimated the crack closure effect using PF for RUL prediction of a planetary carrier plate based on vibration-based feature. Daigle and Goebel 107 used PF to estimate wear coefficients by considering multiple damage mechanisms in centrifugal pumps. An et al. 108 estimated wear coefficients to predict the joint wear volume of slidercrank mechanism based on BM. Among the aforementioned algorithms, PF is the most commonly used for prognostics. In the following, PF and BM are discussed.
 Particle filter (PF) PF (a.k.a. sequential Monte Carlo method 105, 106 ) is the most commonly used algorithm in the prognostics field, in which the posterior distribution of model parameters is expressed as a number of particles (or samples) and their weights as shown in Figure 6 . There are three steps in PF process: (1) prediction step -posterior distributions of the model parameters ( θ ) at the previous ( 1 k  th) step are used for the prior at the current ( k th) step, and the damage state at the current time is transmitted from the previous one based on a damage model (physical model), (2) update step -model parameters and damage state are updated based on the likelihood function combined with measurement data ( x ), and (3) resampling step -particles of the prior distribution are resampled based on their weights expressed as vertical-rectangular in Figure 6 by duplicating or eliminating the samples with high or low weight, respectively. The resampled result corresponds to the posterior distribution at the current step and is also used as the prior distribution at the next ( 1 k  th) step. That means the Bayesian update is processed in a sequential way with particles in PF.
Since prediction results from PF depends on initial distributions of parameters (posterior distribution at 0 k  ), correct information or proper assumption for initial distributions is one of the most important issues to find model parameters. Another important point is accumulated sampling error that occurs during the update process. In other words, the particle depletion problem can occur since those particles with a very small weight are eliminated, while those particles with a high weight are duplicated. There have been researches to recover the particle diversity during update process. A common practice is to add random sample 1 k   from arbitrary distribution during the prediction step; that is,
so that identical particles are not generated. 107, [109] [110] [111] This method, however, can change probabilistic characteristic of parameters as well as increase the variance of parameters. Gilks and Berzuini 112 proposed a resample-move algorithm based on PF and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, 113 Kim and Park 114 introduced the maximum entropy particle filter and demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed technique by applying it to highly nonlinear dynamical systems.
 Bayesian method (BM)
The Bayesian update is processed with an overall way in BM; the posterior distribution is obtained as an equation by multiplying all the likelihood function given by k number of data. Once the posterior distribution is available, a sampling method can be used to draw samples from the posterior distribution. Therefore, the estimation performance in BM depends on sampling methods, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method 113 which has been recognized as a computationally effective means is usually employed. MCMC is based on a Markov chain model of random walk as shown in Figure 7 . It starts from to generate an arbitrary initial sample (old sample) and a new sample from arbitrary proposal distribution. The new sample is estimated with an old sample based on a criterion to be selected or not. In Figure 7 , two circles with dashed line means new samples not selected, and in this case, the old one is selected. This process is repeated as many as the number of particles in PF.
Even though there is no accumulated sampling error in BM, there still exists some error caused by sampling method, random walk. Initial sample and sampling way for new sample concerned with proposal distribution and ratio to the old sample have an effect on the sampling results; with improper setting, it could be not converged or show stationary chain that old sample is selected continually. There are some researches to reduce those effects by utilizing marginal density function for proposal distribution. 115, 116 Gelfand and Sahu 117 presented two distinct adaptive strategies to accelerate the convergence of a MCMC algorithm. More literatures are found in the Ref. 113 
b) Correlation issue between model parameters
One of the most challenging parts in model parameter identification is correlation between model parameters. Without properly identifying correlation, the predicted RUL can be significantly different from reality. An et al. 118 predicted crack growth and RUL under various levels of noise and bias, in which bias and initial crack size as well as two Paris model parameters were included as unknown parameters. The parameters were not accurately identified under a large level of noise because they are correlated each other: correlation between the two Paris parameters and correlation between bias and the initial crack size. The prediction results of damage growth and RUL, however, were reliable since many combinations of the correlated parameters can yield the same prediction results. It is concluded that even though the correlation between model parameters makes it difficult to identify the correct parameters, it does not effect on RUL prediction. If the correlation structure is not identified, uncertainty in the prediction results will be amplified because the domain of joint PDF becomes wider.
C. Issue 3: Uncertainty From Data (Noise and Bias)
Even though the model parameters can be offered from off-line laboratory tests, they are not intrinsic parameters and largely depend on loading conditions, boundary conditions, and geometry. Thus, it is better to identify the parameters based on measured damage data from a specific component. Since damage cannot be directly measured in many cases, a damage quantification process is required from sensor measurement data, which is called structural health monitoring (SHM). SHM data could include a large level of noise and bias due to sensor equipment, and there are several researches dealt with the analysis of noise and bias in SHM data. Gu et al. 119 presented a prognostics approach which detects the performance degradation of multilayer ceramic capacitors under temperature-humiditybias conditions. Coppe et al. 120 showed that the uncertainty in structure-specific damage growth parameters can be progressively reduced in spite of noise and bias in sensor measurements. Guan et al. 121 considered various uncertainties from measurements, modeling, and parameter estimations to describe the stochastic process of fatigue damage accumulation based on a maximum entropy-based general framework. It is concluded that convergence with large noise becomes slow, and positive and negative bias, respectively, effect on early and late prediction.
Noise in raw data, i.e., sensor signals, interrupts to extract degradation features, which naturally has an effect on prognostics results not only physics-based approaches but data-driven ones. To relieve the noise effect, de-noising is usually conducted in signal processing processes. Zhang et al. 122 proposed a de-noising scheme for improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and applied it to vibration signals obtained from a helicopter gearbox testbed. Qiu et al. 123 introduced an enhanced robust method for bearing prognostics, which includes a wavelet filter based method for extraction of the weak fault feature from the vibration signals and self-organizing map (SOM) based method for bearing degradation assessment. Abouel-Seoud et al. 124 introduced robust prognostics concepts based on an optimal wavelet filter for fault identification from acoustic emission (AE) monitoring and a statistical approaches for degradation assessment of a gear tooth crack. 
IV. Case Study to Select Pertinent Method
Prognostics algorithms including NN, GP, PF and BM are analyzed and compared, so that engineers can choose the best algorithm for their field of applications. Since there are many improved versions of each algorithm, the most common and basic ones are employed. Each algorithm is tested under the cases that can be considered in real problems, and their attributes, pros and cons are discussed based on logic comes from their algorithm.
A. Problem Definition a) Given information for case study
Paris model 125 and Huang's model 126 are, respectively, employed for a simple shape of damage growth and complex shape of damage growth, which are shown in Figure 8 . On each model, there are ten sets of data under different loading conditions; ten constant loadings from 65 MPa to 83 MPa for Paris model (simple model) and ten sets of variable amplitude loadings from maximum loading 125 MPa to maximum loading 134 MPa for Huang's model (complex model). In terms of data, different level of noise and bias are added to the data in Figure 8 . Bias is considered as -2 mm, and noise is uniformly distributed between u  mm and u  mm. Three different levels of u are considered: 0, 1, and 5 mm. Ten data sets are numbering, one data set (usually #8) will be used for the set to be predicted and the other sets will be used for training data.
b) Definition of algorithm conditions
For the case of NN, the network model is constructed based on FFNN with three input nodes, one hidden layer with two nodes. Since input variables and hidden nodes increase the number of unknown parameters, their numbers should be adjusted according to the number of training data. In this case, the number of total weight parameters become 11 including eight weights ( 3 2 2 1    ) and three biases (2+1). Since there is one hidden layer, two transfer functions are required, and as a common way, the tangent sigmoid and pure linear functions are employed. For GP model, linear or second order polynomial function is employed for the global model, and one parameter radial basis covariance function is employed as follow:
where h is a scale parameter to be identified, , ) are predicted based on the obtained parameters and the previous damage data. According to the previous damage data used as inputs, prediction methods can be divided into short term prediction and long term prediction. Short term prediction is one-step ahead prediction since it uses only measured data for input, e.g., 1 2 , , x  . On the other hand, long term prediction is multi-step ahead prediction since it utilizes predicted results as inputs, e.g., 1 2 , , 
B. Case Study Results

a) Data-driven results
At first, the performance of training data is compared. Figure 9 shows the comparison between NN and GP with different levels of noise. In the figure, the red and blue star markers are, respectively, future damage data and training data up to the current cycle (1500 cycles), and circle markers are simulation results from each algorithm. Thick dotted curve and thick dashed curve are, respectively, medians of short term prediction and long term prediction, and their thin curves represent 90% confidence intervals.
GP show exact result under perfect data (no noise) and outperform NN under small noise in terms of both short term and long term prediction. Long term prediction using GP is not available under large noise and many sets of training data. In this case, NN outperform GP in both short term and long term prediction, and long term prediction results get better as the number of cycles increases. The reason why GP is better than NN for small noise and small number of data is because of correlation property. Many sets of data do not have a good effect on condition of the correlation matrix. Also, GP is trained so that simulation results penetrate every training data points, and each data are correlated. This means that the results from GP get better as the noise level reduces because the noisy relation is applied for prediction points. While the reason for better results from NN under large noise and many data is that increasing data have no effect on network model but gives more information. Also, combination of transfer function is much less restricted to the level of noise. 
b) Physics-based results
As mentioned before, bias in obtained data cannot be handled with data-driven approaches. In contrast, physicsbased one can do it as shown in Figure 10 . In the figure, measurement data up to the current cycle (blue star makers) are biased; measured crack size is consistently less than the true one. The medians of prediction results (dashed curves) at the current cycle are close to the true one, which means bias is well identified and compensated. Even though true values of measurement data and bias are unknown, it is known that the summation of them is a constant at each measurement cycle. Therefore the bias is considered as an unknown parameter and updated based on measured data containing the bias property. Further study for noise and bias in physic-based approaches is found in the Ref. 118 The difference between PF and BM is negligible. In fact, there are no outstanding differences between the two methods in terms of prediction results because the two methods have the same foundation with the same physical mode. The only differences are the way of updating distributions and generating samples. BM is faster than PF because the posterior distribution is given as a single equation and there is no accumulated sampling error. Even if PF has an accumulated sampling error during the updating process, it predicts well because the updating process occurs along with damage propagation. From this attributes, PF can handle the case of fixed model parameters obtained from laboratory test and express damage degradation in the form of increment. However, BM is not practical for them because of tremendous computational costs. 112, 127, 128 This is a key difference between the two methods, and more detailed comparison between PF and OBM can be found in An et al. 127 Figure 11 shows different results from the two cases using parameters obtained from laboratory tests and updating the parameters. It is clear that error in parameters obtained from laboratory test produces improper results. For example, when the Paris model parameter, m , varies between 3.7 and 4.3( 3.8 true m  ), the uncertainty in prediction is too wide, and the median of prediction strays from the true one as shown in Figure 11 (a) . In contrast to this, the case of updating parameters shows good results even under wrong loading condition as shown in Figure 11 (b). Since the parameters from laboratory tests can be different from those in service due to environmental conditions, model parameters should be updated along with measurement data. 
c) Case study for comparison between NN and PF
For data-driven approaches, NN is considered to predict damage growth in a complex model, because it is difficult to use a proper correlation function for GP to predict future due to retardation portion in obtained data. To find out how many data sets are required to obtain proper prediction results, different numbers of training sets are randomly selected. The results from this case study are presented in Figure 12 (a) and (b). Three data sets among all ten are randomly selected from the usage conditions for prediction set. Based on the training data sets, NN well predicts future damage as shown in Figure 12 (a) . It, however, is limited to short term prediction, and proper results for long term prediction could not be found with different attempts. If there are available loading conditions that can be applied for NN, medians of short term and long term prediction become similar to each other with at least three sets of training data as shown in Figure 12 (b).
If there are available physical model as well as loading conditions, it might be clear that using physics-based approaches for the case of complex model outperforms data-driven ones. Since BM has a difficulty for the complex model due to extremely expensive computational costs, PF is only considered, and the results are shown in Figure  12 (c). The median of prediction is still not accurate, but uncertainty covers that. Also, since this physical model largely depends on the initial damage, if the initial distribution of damage is also updated, median will close to the true one. For example, Figure 12 (d) shows the results with true value of initial damage. 
C. Results summary
In terms of algorithms, results from case studies can be summarized as follow: GP works well when the correlation function can be well defined such as the case of small noise data and simple models. It is easy to implement and fast to calculate. NN is proper to apply for the case of large noise and complex models with many training data sets. Even so, NN can be applied for small noise and simple models, which has a wide range of applications. It is, however, challenging to obtain many sets of data in realistic applications. PF and BM are less affected by the level of noise and model complexity, but they can be employed only if a physical model and loading conditions are given. The results from the two methods are not much different, but PF and BM, respectively, have advantage in terms of wide range of applications and a fast calculation. Further, the case of no loading conditions and no physical models, short term prediction can be done by using data-driven approaches with at least three data sets. For long term predictions, loading conditions are additionally required.
V. Conclusions
This paper provides a practical review of both data-driven and physics-based approaches for the purpose of prognostics. As common prognostics algorithms, NN, GP, PF and BM are introduced and employed for case studies under practical conditions to discuss about attributes, pros and cons, and applicable conditions. Even if advanced algorithms are available, the basic algorithms are employed in this study, and the results are analyzed focusing on their intrinsic properties. This will be helpful for the beginners in prognostics to choose the best algorithm for their field of applications.
